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Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the award-winning If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, one of the most

beloved childrenâ€™s books of all time, from the #1 New York Times bestselling team Laura

Numeroff and Felicia Bond.This book is a great first introduction to Mouse, the star of the If You

Give series and a perennial favorite among children. And with its spare, rhythmic text and circular

tale, If You Give a Mouse a Cookie is perfect for beginning readers and story time!If a hungry little

mouse shows up on your doorstep, you might want to give him a cookie. And if you give him a

cookie, he&#39;ll ask for a glass of milk. He&#39;ll want to look in a mirror to make sure he

doesn&#39;t have a milk mustache, and then he&#39;ll ask for a pair of scissors to give himself a

trim....Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts
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"If You Give a Mouse a Cookie" really has been the "It" book for some time. Parents love this story,

and their children really get into it as well. On and off, I'd heard various things about it, but nothing

that so sparked my interest that I ran to my nearest library to peruse its pages. Now, however, I've

grown old and wise in the ways of kiddie lit. and I found myself wanting to know what all the fuss



was about. Was this book really as overwhelmingly fantastic as everyone said? Was I doomed to

fall desperately in love with it like 98% of the population of known Western Civilization? The answer

is a resounding yes yes yes. I had counted on finding some mild enjoyment with a fun story. Was I

got was extreme enjoyment from a sly, understated, exceedingly clever story.As we open, a small

mouse treks down a hill on its own as a boy contentedly reads his comic book, munching on a bag

of delicious chocolate chip cookies. After the boy offers the mouse a cookie (not knowing what such

an action has wrought) the mouse asks for milk. Milk leads to a napkin. A napkin leads to a mirror

(to check for a milk mustache, of course). A mirror leads to a hasty haircut. A haircut leads to

sweeping up. And so on. All the while the boy gamely follows his rodent friend over, around, and

through the different parts of the house, ever supplying the guest with whatsoever it may require. By

the end, the house is in shambles, the boy exhausted on the floor (parents will relish this picture

above all) and the mouse has just started in on a second cookie.Some books expertly place kids in

the position of their parents. In the picture book, "Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus", kids are

allowed to finally tell someone (the someone in that instance being a naughty pigeon) no.

Laura Joffe Numeroff and Felicia Bond have teamed up on several children's stories. Many people

will tell you that this is their favorite in the series. I slightly prefer When You Give a Moose a Muffin,

but you'll have to decide for yourself by reading them both.Having had two sons, I always found

them most delightful when they were the most physically worn out. Oh, if only I had had this mouse

to keep them occupied!The boy is sitting in his front yard eating a cookie. He spies a mouse, and

gives the mouse a little bite.This is a forward mouse, though, and he asks if he might have a glass

of milk to go with the cookie. The boy takes him inside and obliges. Then the mouse inquires about

having a straw. The boy finds him one. Then the mouse requests a napkin. That means that he is

concerned about having a milk mustache. So the mouse wants a mirror to check. While looking in

the mirror, he notices that his whiskers need some trimming. He requests some nail scissors from

the boy. Considerately, he then wants a broom to sweep up. But if you're going to sweep in one

area, you might as well do many. While you're at it, the floors could use a good washing. That

makes the mouse tired, so he needs a nap. The boy makes him a little bed out of a box and a tiny

blanket and pillow. But the mouse cannot sleep without a story. Seeing the pictures, the mouse

thinks what fun it would be to make some pictures. Paper and crayons must be obtained! After the

picture is done, he must naturally have a pen to sign his name. Then, the boy has to get some

Scotch tape so that the picture can go on the refrigerator. Then, of course, you get thirsty from all

that activity. You get some milk from the refrigerator . . . and of course, it's a good idea to have a



cookie.
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